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Designed to work flawlessly with any USB-C device, TransLine-CC is the 
ultimate cable with a uniquely stylish design. Charge your laptop or 
smartphone at 60W speed which is 12X faster than standard charging 
cables. Engineered with a tough nylon braided exterior to resist damage 
from the outside and reinforced transparent Shells with LED lights, this cable 
offers higher durability and unrivaled charging. Designed for flawless use with 
a wide range of devices, TransLine-CC offers data transfer of 480Mbps. 
Experience unique ultra-fast charging with TransLine-CC. 

Model Name :  TransLine-CC Black :
White :

6959144062976
6959144062983

Barcode

Promate Technologies Ltd. www.promate.net sales@promate.netmarketing@promate.net

TransLine-CC

Certification:

Packaging Content: TransLine-CC

Charge your laptop or smartphone at 
60W speed which is 12X faster than 
standard chargers

60W POWER DELIVERY

TransLine-CC has transparent Shells 
with LED lights. This adds a touch of 
style and uniqueness to give you a 
one-of-a-kind charging experience

UNIQUE DESIGN

Ideal 4ft length that is long enough 
to use at your desk and short 
enough to charge on the go

1.2M CABLE LENGTH

Transfer photos, music, and movies 
between USB-C devices at speeds of 
up to 480Mbps

DATA SYNC AND CHARGE

Reinforced Shells combined with 
high tensile strength nylon braided 
cable makes a super durable cable 
that is also uniquely stylish

DURABLE CABLE

Cable Length
1.2 Meters

Total Current
20V/3A  (60W PD)

Transfer Rate
480Mbps

Specification

Long Bend
Lifespan

25000+
Universal
Compatibility


